In this paper we calculate the squaring operations in the 4-connective fibre spaces over the classifying spaces of the exceptional Lie groups.
For the most part squaring operations on the y j are determined from the data (1.1) by use of the Adem relations, but some remain undetermined. Our objective is to determine them completely.
In §2 we introduce a space BT and a map l:J9T-»jBG, where the induced homomorphism 1* is almost injective. In § §3 and 4 we investigate the action of the Weyl group W(G) of G on BT, and the l*(jj) are determined,, And in the final section we give the complete list of Sq 2 *yj and the correspondence of the generators between different groups 0 Throughout this paper //*( ) denotes the mod 2 cohomology ring, and p:H*( ;A)->H*( ) denotes the mod 2 reduction for A = Z or 2T (2) . 0{ (%i, -• • 9 x n ) denotes the z'-th elementary symmetric polynomial in the x t . § 2 8 Cohomology of B f and EC In this and the following two sections G denotes the compact 1-connected exceptional Lie group of type E l (/ = 6, 7 y 8), and T a maximal torus of G. The Dynkin diagram of G is where the a i are the simple roots. Define a 1 -dimensional torus T 1 by the equations 0^ = 0 (z'=£2), and let CcG be the centralizer of T 1 .
Note that (see [1] , for example) ( 
2.1) C =
The inclusions TcCcG induce maps t'.BT->BC, K°.BC->BG and l = K°c:BT~*BG. Then the space BT (resp. BC) is, by definition, the homotopy fibre of y,°l'.BT-*K(Z, 4) (resp. yt°fc:BC->K(Z 9 4)). The maps £, K and 1 induce maps c:BT-^BC^ fo: BC-+BG and l=KQ~c:BT , which make the following diagrams commutative: and Cj£=H*(BT',Z) in the following way. Let ^ be the reflection in the plane a £ = 0. After [5] and [3] we define
Then each ^ (z'^2) acts on {^-} as a transposition, and (ii) Clearly the sequence is regular in //*(5C).
Then its regularity in H*(BT) follows from the fact that H*(BT) is a free H*(BC) -module.
To simplify notation we will omit the symbol £* in g*x for x<^H*(BT',A). Define /'= {2*+ 1; ^>5}. Then the main theorem in this section is stated as follows: 
2) W(X) acts trivially on the image of H*(BX;A)-*H*(BT;A)
where X=C or G.
By (3.1) the action of W(G) on fo} in H*(BT) is the same as that in H*(BT).
In order to determine the action on {7-,-} we consider the cohomology with coefficients Z^y By Theorem 2.4 H*(BC\Zv>) is torsion free for *<32. 
Applying ^ on both sides, we see, in view of the formula R(XY) = XR(Y)+R(X)R(Y)
and ( Thus ^^C 16 (0), and after some calculations we see that x = aI B (a£=.
F 2 ) using Lemma 4. 1. Continuing this procedure yields the inclusion mentioned above for rc<34.
Next consider the Serre spectral sequence for the fibering E 8 /T-+ BT^BE 8 . According to Bott the odd dimensional part of //* (E 8 /T) vanishes, and by Theorem 1. 1 so dose that of H*(B]fo for *<30. Therefore for p<30 we have E\ P '* = E 2 1>\ which implies that I*:
is a monomorphism. In particular P(^1 6 ) and do not vanish. Then the theorem follows from (4. 1) and (1. 1).
Next we consider the case of / = 6 and 7. As is well known, there is a sequence of inclusions E 6 dE 7 c:E 8 . We may assume that the maximal tori T l of E l (Z = 6,7,8) are chosen so that r 6 cT 7 cT 8 0
The We may assume, in addition, that the systems of the simple roots {a { ; i=\j 2, "..,/} are chosen so that a i \T l~l = a i (i<CO? -0 (i = l).
Then the corresponding systems of the fundamental weights are in the similar relation, from which and the commutativity (4. 4) it follows that 
